Side event to the 51th UN Statistical Commission

“Trust, Security and Discrimination”

Wednesday, 4 March 2020
1:15-2:30 pm

Opening/Chair: INSEE

Speakers:

1. Mr. Osvaldo M. BORGES, Presidente do Instituto Nacional de Estatistica – Cabo Verde (INECV), Chair of the Praia City Group secretariat
2. Mr. Paul SCHREYER, Acting Chief Statistician (OECD)
3. Mr. Arouna SOUGANE, Director General of National Institute of Statistics of Mali (INSTAT) and Mr. François ROUBAUD, Research Director, French National Research Institute for Sustainable Development (IRD), France
4. Ms. Christine GONZALEZ-DEMICHEL, Head of the Statistical Service, Ministry of the Interior, France
5. Mr. Anibal SANCHEZ AGUILAR, Sub Jefe de Estadística, Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática (INEI), Perú

This side event is dedicated to some of the key features of the Praia City Group’s Handbook on Governance Statistics, presented at the 51st Statistical Commission. The objective is (1) to promote and give visibility to this innovative report; (2) to discuss how it could be used in the context of monitoring of SDG 16 (Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions) and (3) to encourage national statistical offices to launch statistical work on some of these issues, which are new for most of them. Cabo Verde will summarize the results of the Handbook on Governance Statistics. The OECD will present its seminal work on trust in institutions. Mali will present national surveys on governance, peace and security conducted by a dozen of African National statistical offices with scientific and technical support from IRD. France will present the results of its latest national annual survey on crime and discriminations. Peru, which has played a leading role among National statistical offices, will present its rich experience on this subject (DATA-CRIM geo-referenced crime data base).